the clarifier control
was rarely needed for SSB
operation."
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Heavy duty commercial recorder NOT improvised from consumer models

SPECIAL

12, 14, and 16 hour models also available

1:1. SSB reception stayed locked on frequency. In the local (LOC) mode, there

BUILT-IN voice activation (add $30)

Applications information included

was no need to use the squelch at all.
Effectively, any station more than about a
half -mile away fades quietly, with those
nearby booming in. During testing, local

mode was found to be excellent for

Dimensions: 11.5 x 7 0 x 2.75"
COD's OK Calif residents add tax

Viking Systems International
Factory Direct

even on days of known high solar disturbances. Then, with another touch of the
LOC button, the receiver is back to regu-

especially since the 79-290's style handsomely complements the styling of many
VHF/UHF amateur mobile rigs today.
Now that a formal petition has been filed
with the FCC to propose allowing 11 meter CB DX communication beyond the
present 155 -mile DX limit, sideband CB
operation could become a lot more exciting in the future. Think CB radio is a technological anachronism? Think again. The

SSB mode is the one analog mode seriously challenging digital voice technology in the world of commercial communications radio. SSB is superior in spectral
efficiency and energy efficiency.
Midland's 79-290 is the 11 -meter rig of
choice, in everyday use by the digital cel-

lular engineer conducting this "Product
Spotlight!"
For more information on Midland's 79-

290 mobile CB that retails for $259.95,
contact Midland Consumer Electronics,
1670 North Topping Avenue, Kansas
City, MO 64120-1224, or E-mail them at
<midlndCB@tfs.net>. And for all
Midland's CB products, visit them on the
Web at <http://www.midlandconsumerradio.com>.
www.popular-communications.com
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unit, forget about the term "CB radio." The

for the no -code amateur ready to get a feel
for HF sideband operation, this unit is the
one to have. It would look great mounted
above or below your favorite 2 -meter rig,

Phone: (415) 467-1220 Fax: (415) 467-1221

The book you've been waiting for...

lar DX operation. When operating this
79-290 is a true 11 -meter HF communications rig. Given the 12 -watts of power
on sideband, the SSB operator has surpassed that arbitrary 5 -watt "QRP" "low
power" barrier. For the seasoned CBer, or
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100 North Hill Drive 442, Brisbane, CA 94005

CIRCLE 74 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Channel 19 highway use, and totally cut

out all skip and other unwanted noise,

Free Sts.ppng to 48

Sorry. no credit cads Fret catalog USA only, other countries $5

This information -packed book is your most
reliable, unbiased source for detailed information

coAmateur Radio

on practically every piece of Amateur Radio

EQUIPMENT

equipment and every accessory item currently

BUYER'S GUIDE

offered for sale in the United States. From
the biggest HF transceiver to Ham computer

The Saerte for information
About
2100 Ham Raft Products
MO Accessory /tents
Sealers and Manufacturers

software, it's in the CO Amateur Radio
Equipment Buyer's Guide, complete with specs
and prices. There are over 2100 product listings
(3100 including transceiver accessories!).

Product listings cover: HF Transceivers.
VHF/UHF Multi -Mode Transceivers, VHF/UHF
Base/Mobile
Transceivers,
Handheld

Transceivers, Receivers and Scanners, HF
Linear Amplifiers, VHF/UHF Power Amplifiers.
Transceiver Accessories, Repeaters, Packet
and RTTY Equipment, Amateur Television, HF
Antennas, VHF/UHF Antennas, Accessories for

Antennas, Antenna Rotators, Towers and
Masts, Antenna Tuners, Measurement and Test

Equipment, Ham Software, Training Tapes,
Publications, and Miscellaneous Accessories.
Thousands of products are described; many

hi]
$4.00 Shipping & Handling

are illustrated.
The CO Amateur Radio Equipment Buyer's Guide also includes the most comprehensive
directory anywhere of Ham product manufacturers and dealers in the USA, complete with
phone numbers, FAX numbers, Web sites, and e-mail addresses. Dealer and Manufacturer
listings include major products manufactured or sold, and service and repair policies, where
applicable, with 475 dealers and manufacturers listed. These listings alone are worth
their weight in gold.

The CQ Amateur Radio Equipment Buyer's Guide is jam-packed with solid information
and great reading. In addition to being an incredible source of insight into the current state
of Ham Radio technology, it will continue to be a reliable Ham equipment reference source
for many years to come.

For Fastest Sery ice call
1-800-853-9797 or FAX 516-681-2926

CO Communicat -ons, Inc.
25 Newbridge Road
Hicksville. NY 11801
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